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From the Principal’s Desk
We hope that all of our families are enjoying the
upcoming long weekend. Today was a Student Free
Day where our staff did some more in-depth work
for our New Metrics project, focussing on the
importance of students becoming self-managed
learners. In the afternoon, as part of our ongoing
focus on Mathematics, teachers attended a
workshop held by Michael Chartres from the SA
Maths Association, to further deepen our
knowledge of maths teaching and learning. This
workshop was held at our school and involved over
80 educators including from our neighbouring
schools.
While I have the chance in the newsletter, I thought
I would share a little bit about the plans for our
School Robotics teams we are looking to field in this
year’s competition programs in the second half of
the year. STEM is a major focus at our school, and
participation in both First Lego League and VEX
Robotics is an enrichment opportunity for our
students. However, places are limited and so there
has to be a fair and inclusive selection process for
our interested students.
First Lego League involves building a robot using
the Lego EV3 Mindstorms equipment and
programming that robot to solve as many missions
as possible within a short amount of time on an

official game mat. The team also needs to complete
a research project and present to judges at a
Regional Championship. Our school has been very
successful in recent years in this competition
winning 10 awards in the last 4 years. It caters for a
range of talents and roles as it not just about
robotics. VEX is a newer program where the focus
is on a more complex robot with a controller that
students must design and then control in a field
with a game based challenge. The teams for this are
smaller and there is no research project or judging.
I held an information session for Years 5-7 students
to gauge interest and then sent out an online
registration form for those who want to
participate. I received 50 applications showing a
huge interest – but there are only about 24 spots in
the final teams. Some schools struggle to get
enough kids to fill a team so it is great that Robotics
is such a popular option. The next stage will be to
give applicants a chance to gain some skills and
work in some smaller internal teams before I select
the final teams at the end of this term. If you want
to know more about our Robotics programs, please
feel free to contact me here at the school.
Graham Wegner
Assistant Principal.

Term 2, 2021
27th April – 2nd July
Term 3, 2020
19th July – 24th September
June
July

14th
18th , 25th
2nd

Queens Birthday public Holiday
Badminton clinics years 3-5
Last day of term 2
2.15pm dismissal

Studio 9 Goes to Zoo School!
Last week students from Studio 9 spent 3 days at the Adelaide Zoo. This extended excursion is part of
the research and immersion stage of an ongoing design project involving students redesign 6 of the
zoo’s older enclosures into modern, innovative habitats for 6 lucky groups of animals. Happily for us the
weather held off and we had an excellent time. Absolutely enormous thanks must go to Simon and those
dedicated parents who gave their time to make this learning possible. Big thanks also to Sammy!
Here are some happy snaps and a few of the students comments:
Last week we went to zoo school to learn how to
design zoo enclosures. We need to make the animals
feel normal, like they are not locked up and as if they
were in their natural habits. My group was looking at
the meerkats. They are fed insects, scorpions and
different fruit. Baby meerkats are called pups.
By Aleina

Today we went to see the Sumatran tiger.
Other people were there too, and guess
what happened? A lady was about to take a
photo and the tiger got scared (or angry) and
it jumped up and roared at her. It roared so
loud that it nearly broke my ear drums! Next
day we went to see him again, he was really
good.
Harkiran

On the first day we looked at the cockatoos. Next we
went to the giraffes to study their enclosure. There
were meerkats next to the giraffes and they were
standing on their hind legs watching the giraffes. We
asked the zookeeper and the public what they thought
of the giraffe area, The public said they wanted more
grass and more food for them and the zookeeper said
that he wanted their enclosure to expand a lot more.
We think we will make the giraffes shelter bigger so
that when it rains or snow they can go inside. Hilla

We went to the zoo for 3 days, my group was looking
at the hippos. We saw the lions being fed, it was
leaning against the fence trying to get it’s food. The
zookeeper put the meat in a metal box and the lion
grabbed it in his mouth. There were lots of people
watching.
Naksh

Starbooks Cafe
Students in Rooms T15 & T16 have been celebrating
their punctuation study.
Students have been learning how to use punctuation
in interesting ways, including:
 Emphasis
 Suspense
 Pausing
On Thursday, the students celebrated their writing by
inviting their buddy classes to their ‘Starbooks Café’,
for a book tasting, where the buddies had the
opportunity to see the wonderful work that T15 &
T16 students have produced!

